to relate V(p + q) with V(p) and V(q), and that polynomials are "really" trying to define something more informative. In this paper, we let a polynomial p define a more informative geometric object "V*(p)" 9 which does not ignore multiplication by elements of the groundfield. V*(p) will be generalized to V*(r) (r, a rational function) in §3. For these more informative objects, one can then reasonably hope to relate V*(p + q) with V*(p) and V*(q).
To keep things visual, we take k = R, though it appears that much of what we say can be extended to any complete valued field. We begin by noting that V(p) may be regarded as the inverse imagê -'({O}) of {0}eR. In place of {0}, we consider the set A = [0, 1] + 2ZQR.
Thus A consists of "half of jβ"-unit intervals separated by unit intervals. For p e R\X l9 « ,XJ, we define V*(p) by (1.3) V*(p) = p-1 (A)(C«r 1 ,..,xJ EXAMPLE 1.4.
1.4.1. F*(Xj) £ Rχ lX , is just the cylindrization along R Xί> of A and thus consists of equally-spaced bands parallel to R Xz .
To a physicist, this could be considered as a "straight-line diffraction grating". Now it is a familiar fact that superimposing diffraction rulings creates alternately light and dark fringes called "moire fringes". Let us begin by looking at a specific example in R Xll -2 : p = aX,(a Φ 0), and q = XI + Xξ. From a purely geometric viewpoint, it is not very obvious "why" the line V{aX γ ) and the point V{X{ + XI) should yield a circle V(aX L + XI + Xξ) centered at ( -(α/2), 0) and passing through (0, 0). Now look at V*(aX 1 ) and V*(X? + X|). In the superposition of these two diffraction rulings, there appear moire fringes, and we see that something remarkable happens: there is a system of circular fringes centered at (-(α/2), 0) and the bands of V*(aX ι + XI + Xξ) appear to run along these fringes. In fact, V(aX 1 + XI + Xΐ) is the unique "fringe curve" (cf. §2) of this system passing through V(aX^)Γ\ V(X{ + Xξ). Fig. 3 in [2] shows these fringes; a is approximately 9.5. This figure also shows a similar system of fringes centered at (α/2, 0); this, it turns out, corresponds to subtracting XI + Xξ from αJj. If this figure were extended out further, one could even detect fainter systems further out, which correspond to adding (or sudtracting) various integral multiples of X\ + X\ from aX γ . REMARK 1.5. Both F(p) and V*(p) have strengths and weaknesses, and these tend to complement each other. For instance, at the ground field level, we have:
V is good at distinguishing V(p) from V(a + p), but V is poor at distinguishing V(p) from V(ap) (aeR\{0}). F* is good at distinguishing V*(p) from V*(ap) (V*(ap) is in obvious sense "finer" than V*(p) if |α|^l, and "coarser" if \a\ §5 1), but F* is less good at distinguishing V*(p) from V*(a + p) (V*(a + p) 
pea Pίa
This whole idea of moire fringes arising from superimposing diffraction gratings has been recognized and used in various physical sciences for some time. In 1926, for instance, Ronchi ([4] ) succeeded in using the moire effect to test lens systems for aberrations. Until the early 1950's, further progress was somewhat slow in coming due to the difficulty in creating sufficiently fine gratings. After that, there followed a great many applications of the moire effect for very precise measurement. (See [3] and [5] for bibliographies.) More recently, some exciting applications of the moire effect have been found. As one example, moire fringes have been observed in electron micrographs of thin, crossed crystals. Such fringes supply far more information and detail than available from ordinary electron micrographs of single crystals. For instance, crystal dislocations of less than the diameter of one atom ( = 1 angstrom) can be detected, which represents a resolving power of some 100 to 1000 times greater than that of the electron microscope itself.
Relative to the question raised at the beginning of this paper, we have, in rough terms, the following: Given relatively prime polynomials p, q 6 R[X lf , X n ]\R, V*(p) U V*(g) displays different systems of fringes, some obvious and others, fainter and not so obvious. These fringes correspond to rational linear combinations of p and q; the fringes alternate between light and dark-in fact, the density "tries" to oscillate about 3/4 in a piece wise linear way. The amplitudes of these oscillations are "arithmetic in character"-that is, in a linear combination c t p + c 2 q, if c 2 \c x is rational, then the limit of the amplitudes as b -» °o depends on the prime factors of cje λ . If the prime factors are large and odd, this limit is small; if c 2 jc ι is irrational or a prime factor is even, this limit is zero.
These ideas have been worked out in [2] ; in §2 next, we briefly summarize what we need of [2] in the present paper.
Everything we have mentioned so far deals with polynomials. However, one can go further and consider V*(r) = r~\A), where
"diffraction rulings" now may possess "singular points", where the bands flow together. This is in contrast to V*(p), where all the bands are disjoint. This is not solely of mathematical interest; it arises in physical applications, just as the varieties V*(p) do. For example, this behavior is approximated in stress-strain problems when the material under consideration is subjected at certain points to very high stress or strain; stress-strain lines flow together at such points. We will see that points where bands of V*(r) flow together are points of indeterminacy of the rational function r.
The present paper is devoted to extending [2] to the rational case. This happens also to extend the affine study in [2] to a projective study, since polynomials, when recentered at a point at infinity, become no worse than rational functions. 99 , we shall be assuming that V b (q -mp) is a real curve. As 6 runs through J? in the first case, the collection of curves clearly covers R Xl χ 2 . As b runs through the half line in the second case, it is easy to check that the collection of these curves covers all points of R Xl χ 2 except possibly on some real curve of R Σι χ 2 .
Let {V b } be the collection of real curves chosen from V b (q -mp), as b runs through R. For fixed m, {V b } reveals "mth order moire behavior" if the density of F*(p) U V*(q) within the curves of {V b } oscillates in b. (We still need to define "density".) We refer to these testing curves as mth order (moire) fringes, or simply (moire) fringes; the collection of these curves is called the mth order fringe family. DEFINITION 2.5. Let S be a countable union of intervals in R. Then S has density b in R if for any ε > 0, there is a decomposition of R into a disjoint union of intervals T* £ R, which are uniformly bounded in length, so that Let (X l9 X 2 ) = X, let p{X) = α X, and let q(X) = α' X, where a and a r are linearly independent in R x . Then any line in R x can be written as
The L b in (2.7.2) singles out those directions in which V*(p) U V*(q) displays moire behavior; in these directions the density oscillates about 3/4 in a piece wise linear way. The amplitude is small when at least one of n l9 n 2 is large. (2.7.3) includes the limiting case in which the fraction becomes irrational (n l9 n 2 -> °o), the oscillation about 3/4 then becoming zero.
In place of the above linear polynomials p and q, we now consider arbitrary relatively prime p 9 q e R[X l9 X 2 ]\R. The following notion of "refinement" essentially makes the underlying rulings V*(p) and V*(q) very fine relative to the fringe bands in V*(p) U V*(q) and one can then approximate each of the curves q -mp + b by a piecewise linear curve to get a more general version of Theorem 2.7. We now begin our generalization to the "rational" level. We start with some preliminary definitions and notations. DEFINITION XlX2 ) is called a rational alternation on R Xί χ 2 \ we denote it by F*(r).
For any reR(X l9 X 2 )\R, r-\A)(QR
If r is clear from context, we may write simply V b or V^. In each case the variety may be a curve, consist of only finitely many points, or be 0. If in a particular situation we wish to assume that any of these is actually a curve, we will use a phrase like "the curve V h ". Note that V 0 (r) and VJj) share no one-dimensional components.
Let r lf r 2 e R(X ίf X 2 )\R f and write for i -1, 2, r t = pjq if where (p if q^ = 1. Assume that (r l9 r 2 ) = 1-that is, that no two of p lf p 2 , q u q 2 share a nonconstant factor, and let us agree that V b (r 2 -rnr^) means V h {r^) when m = oo. Then for fixed m e R U {°°} and 6 6 R U {oo}, any curve V b (r 2 -mrj is called an mth order (moire) fringe, or simply a (moire) fringe. One can then define the ^-refinement of V*(r^) U V*(r 2 ) along the mth order fringe family just as in Definition 2.8, replacing p and q there by r 2 and r 2 , respectively. Also, at any P e R XlX2 \(VJχι -mr,)) f one can similarly generalize b P in Definition 2.9 by replacing p and g there by r x and r 2 . One can then show, exactly as in the polynomial case (see [2] , §6), that b P is constant on each V b (r 2 -mr^XV^^ -mr^φsR), and one can definê (^(^2 ~ mrj) to be this constant value. With these definitions, the proof in [2], §6 of the polynomial version of Theorem 2.5, extends essentially verbatim to the r l9 r 2 -level.
We know at this stage that for r 19 r 2 as above, any two varieties V h (r 2 -mr 2 ) and V h (r 2 -mr x )(b, Φ b 2 ) are disjoint in Rχ χXl \VJj) 9 and we have determined the density induced on curves V b (r 2 -(b e R) by F*(r x ) U F*(r 2 ). To extend our results to all of R XχX2 , we next study the behavior of curves V b (r 2 -mrj near points of V OQ {r 2 -m7\). The remainder of this paper is devoted to this study. We work out some basic qualitative results in this section. In §4 we find a density function.
We begin this study by determining, for a given r e R(X U X 2 )\R, the "fixed points" in the family {V b (r) Here is an example of Lemma 3.3.
Then for all 161 S 2, F δ = {(0, 0)} S i? XlX2 . V 2 (r) is the line X 1 -X 2 = 0, and F_ 2 (r) is the line Xi + X 2 = 0. For 161 ^ 2, F δ splits up into two lines, one approaching R Xχ and the other approaching R X2 , as δ->oo. y oo =/ί Xi (jiί X2 . Note that Lemma 3.3 holds (P is (0, 0)), even though V b is not always a curve.
The next result relates VJχ 2 -mrj with VJp^) and Foo(r 2 ). The following ties in the "fixed points" of a moire with those of the underlying alternations. Proof. First, r 2 -mr x = (p?^ -mp^/q^. Now T7(r 2 -mr 2 ) consists of those points of R Xl χ 2 where q λ q 2 and p λ q x -mp^ are simultaneously zero. If both q x and q 2 vanish at Pe W(r 2 -mr x ), then Pe V-fa) Π VooW. If q x (P) = 0 but g 2 (P) =* 0, then p^ -mp x q 2 = 0 implies that ^(P) = 0, so PeTF^). Similarly, if g 2 (P) = 0 and 0 f then PeW(r t ). Moire fringes, as well as the underlying alternations, display a wide range of behavior at points of W. For example let r γ -X 19 and consider the protective completion in P\R) of V*(rj) £ R ZιZt . The boundaries of the bands all pass through a single, common point on the line at infinity, and any two such boundaries intersect there transversally. If r 2 = X 2 , then the same holds for the boundaries of the completion of V*(r 2 ) at a different point at infinity; similarly for all the curves V b (X 2 -mX λ ) (for any fixed m 6 R U {°°}). However, it may happen that each of the underlying alternations of a moire has the above kind of transversally intersecting boundaries at infinity, but that for some m, the mth order moire fringes may fail to have this property. For example, the boundaries of V*(XJX t ) intersect transversally at (0,0); likewise for V*(X 1 + XιlXά) However, any two fringes corresponding to m = 1 approach (0, 0) in a mutually tangent manner. (We give definitions in a moment.) Just the opposite can happen, too. For example, any two boundaries of V*(XJXi) are tangent at (0, 0); similarly for the boundaries of F*(X X + X!)/Xξ). However, any two fringes corresponding to m = 1 intersect transversally at (0, 0). These are only two of a number of cases.
There exists at nine-way classification which covers all such possibilities. For this, we will need a few preliminary definitions and results.
First, throughout the rest of this section P will denote an arbitrary, fixed point in R Zι χ 2 ^e w *^ use *^e n°t i°n of germ at P of a real curve C. If Pg C or if P is isolated in C (i.e., if dim P C = -1 or 0), the usual germ can be identified with 0 and P, respectively. However for our purposes, it will simplify the exposition to agree that the notion germ of C at P carries with it the assumption that dim P C = 1. Since P is fixed throughout, if dim P C = 1 then the germ of C at P will be denoted by C~.
We next consider the notion of tangent cone to a germ at P; this generalizes "tangent space" at a point of a diflferentiable manifold. This will be useful when considering transversality and tangency. DEFINITION 3.12. Suppose C~ exists, and let C be a representative of C~ in a jR XΛ -open neighborhood of P. The tangent cone to C~, denoted by T(C~), is {P} together with the set of all vectors v based at P satisfying this condition: there is a sequence of points {PJ, Pi e C\P, Pi -> P, and a sequence of numbers {rj such that v -EXAMPLE 3.13. Suppose P = (0, 0) e R XlX2 .
For C £ R XlX2 defined by X* -XI T{C~) = R Xl ; for C £ R XχX2 defined by XI -X x (Xt -1), T(C~) consists of the two lines X t + X 2 = 0 and X 1 -X 2 = 0.
The following algebraic characterization of T{C~) is important in the sequel. THEOREM 
Let C £ -Bx^g be defined by a polynomial p e R[X lf X 2 ]\Ry let diπipC = 1, and let p^ denote the initial part of p is expanded about P. Then T{C~) is the zero set in R XlX2 of p\
Proof Theorem 3.14 is a special case of Theorem 2.8 in [1] (which, in fact, includes the case when dim P C= -1 or 0, though we don't need this here). REMARK 3.15 . T(C~) in Theorem 3.13 consists of finitely many lines through P. Thus both T(C~) and p^ are homogeneous with respect to P. If p has no nonconstant repeated factors, and if the Jacobian (p Zι , p X2 ) has rank one at P, then the zero set of p in C ZιZi is a real differentiate manifold in a C 2 -neighborhood of P, Cζ=R XlX% is smooth at P, and T(C~) coincides with the usual (real) tangent line to C at P. EXAMPLE 3.16. Let P = (0, 0) 6 R XlX2 .
For C £ R XχX2 defined by XI -XI T(C~) is defined by XI = 0 -that is, T(C~) = R Xl ; for C defined by X| -X^X* -1), Γ(C~) is defined by X} -X! = 0 -that is, it consists of the two lines X 1 + X 2 = 0 and X x -X 2 = 0. (Cf. Example 3.12.) DEFINITION 
Let PeR XlX2 ,
and suppose curves C x and C 2 in ίϊxiXo both have dimension one at P. Then C? and C<Γ are said to be tangent along (precisely) T(C?) Π Γ(C 2~) . If Γ(Cr) = T(Cϊ), we say CΓ and C7 are /UHT/ tangent. If T(Cr) Π Γ(C 2^) = P, we say that Cr and Cj Γ intersect transversally. REMARK 
Let the curves C t in Definition 3.16 be defined by p t e R[X ly X 2 ]\R
Then C~ and Cr intersect transversally iff pi and pt have no common real linear factors.
We now look at the behavior at points of W^ of a given rational .alternation V*(r) (r el?^, X 2 )\R). Write r = p/g, where (p, g) = 1. We next turn our attention to the question of how at a point P, the geometric behavior of rational alternations rϊ\A) 9 r 2 \A) £ R Xl x 2 influences the geometry at P of the mth-order fringes of rϊ\A) U r 2 \A).
The next theorem is the promised 3x3 classification of local behavior of moire fringes in the neighborhood P.
Before stating it, suppose that r t = Pi/q i9 where (p if q t ) = 1 (i = l, 2); now if, for example, p^p 2 and q 1 = q 29 then ^(rjU F*(r 2 ) = V r *(r 1 ) = F*(r 2 ). The resulting moire fringes V h (r 2 -mr λ ) = V h {{v2Qι -^ViQdlQiQ^) are in a sense "trivial". However by Lemma 3.9, it is clear that assuming (q lf q 2 ) -1 avoids this behavior. We make this assumption in Theorem 3.20, next. VZ is tangent to each VΓ (beR) along precisely V(p\q\ -mplql, qlqΐ). (b) If p\q\ -mplql = 0, then any of >, =, or < may hold between deg((ί? 2^ -mp λ q 2 Y) and degdq&Y), respectively. For ">", conclusion (I, l(b)) holds; for " = ", conclusion (I, l(a)) holds; for u <", conclusion (I, 2(a)) holds.
3. ordp(^) ^ ordpfe) Conclusion is same as that of (I, l(b)).
II. ordpfo/tfO S ovd P (p 2 /q 2 ) 1. ordp(^) = ordp(^) Any two different germs V^ and VΓ 2 (b lf b 2 e R U {°°}) are tangent along precisely V(q\) U V(pl, q\).
2. ordpfo) ^ ordptoJ Any two germs F&7 and F^ (b lf b 2 e R) are fully tangent, the tangent cone being V(p\) U V(ql). V~ is in tangent to each V b~ (beR) along precisely V(q\) U V(p\, q$.
3. ordp(^) ^ ordptoJ Any two germs V δ~ and F 6~ (6 X , 5 2 e(iί\{0}) U {<*>}) are fully tangent, with tangent cone V(q\) U F(^2) V o~ is tangent to each F 6( 6 e (Λ\{0}) U {so}) along precisely F(tf 2 + ) U V(p\, ql).
III. oτάpipjqj ^ ovd P (pJq 2 ) Same as in II, except that subscripts "1" and "2" of p and q are everywhere reversed. REMARK 1. ord P (pJq 1 ) = oτd P (p 2 /q 2 ) and ordp^) = ordp^) imply that ordp(p 2 ) = ordp(g 2 ). Thus in this case deg pi = deg #I(i = 1, 2). Therefore if plql -mplql Φ 0, then deg(^ί -mplql -deg^ίg 2 . This, together with 3.23 and Theorem 3.19.1 establishes (I, l(a) (qlqd, and Theorem 3.19.3 establishes (II, 3) .
III. The proofs are the same as those in II, except that the subscripts "1" and "2" of p and q are everywhere reversed.
Here is an example of Theorem 3.20. We consider fringes in F*(1/(Γ + εX)) U 7*(1/(Γ -εX)), corresponding to m = 1, passing through singular points-that is, through points of W 2 (r 2 -mr^). Now from Lemma 3.10 we see that W(r 2 -mr,) = W(r,) U W(r 2 ) (J (Vdrύ Π Foo(r 2 )). In this example, any two different V h (r^ are disjoint (they are the mutually parallel lines Y + εX = 1/6); similarly for F 6 (r 2 ). Hence W(r,) = W(r 2 ) = 0. But ^(r,) = F(Γ+ εX) and Foo(r 2 ) = F(F -εX), so VJxύ Π m^ίr,) = {(0, 0)}. Hence W(r 2 -mr 2 ) consists of the single point TΓ(r t ) U TF(r 2 ) UίFooίn) Π VoαCr,)) = {(0, 0)}-that is, each 1-fringe passes through (0, 0). This can be seen in Figure 1 , where the obvious fringes correspond to m = 1. V b (r 2 -i is given by 1I(Y +eX) ~ 1/(Y -εX) -6, which reduces to (3-23.1) ^f? -~^rr, = 1 Ίb
For each be R, one branch of the above hyperbola passes through (0, 0). Let P = (0, 0). Then oτάpipjq,) = oτά P (p 2 /q 2 ) = -1. We see that (I, 2(a)) of Theorem 3.20 applies, since also ordpίpj = 0 S oτά P (qj) = 1, and ptet-mplqt = l (7 + eX)-l (7-eX) = 2εX^0. The theorem then tells us that any two germs F£(r 2 -wrj and Fζ(r 2 -mrj (δ lf δ 2 6 JB) are fully tangent, the tangent cone being V(2eX) = iί F . This is also evident in Fig. 1 . For δ -°°, (I, 2(a)) tells us that VZ(r 2 -mrj is tangent to each Vΐ(r 2 -mr^ (6 6 J?) along V(p\q\ -mplϊί, gίϊί) -F(2εX, (F + εX)(Γ -eX)) -{(0, 0)}~that is, that VZ(r 2 -mrj is transverse to each FΓ(f 2 -wrj (6 6/2) at (0,0). This is in fact so, since a representative of VZ(r 2 -mrj is Jϊ x , which is transverse to R γ at (0, 0).
Note. The fringes running along the other branches of the hyperbola in (3.23.1) cross R x at 1/εδ. These fringes are especially obvious only for smaller values of 6-that is, when 1/εδ is largeand therefore do not appear in Figure 1 .
Incidentally, one can also verify Lemma 3.8 in this case, too. VJ?d = V(Y + eX), which is the limit of the set of parallel lines F 6 (r x ) (δ 6 Λ). Similarly, VJr,) -V(Y-εX).
Since (q u q 2 ) -(Y + εX, Y -εX) = 1, we see that equality holds in (3.8.1) , so the hyperbolic fringes in Fig. 1 should approach the 
as b -» °o. Of course, this union is the set of two asymptotes of the hyperbolic branchs through (0, 0). As &-> <*>, these branches do indeed approach the two lines Y = ±eX. 4 . Density of rational alternations and moires at V^. In this section we extend density results in Rx^V^ noted at the beginning of §3, to points of V*,. More precisely, let r lf r 2 be relatively prime in R(X lf X 2 )\R (i.e., if r, = pjq^ (p ίf q t ) = 1, then no two of p u p 2 , q lf q 2 share a nonconstant factor). We wish to study the density at points of VJrύ of V*(r t ), and at points of VJr^ -mτ λ ) of V*(rύ U V*(r 2 ). That is, let P be a point in VJχ 2 -mrj, let & be a representative of a real place & centered at P (as in (4.3) Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that a =g 0, for As z -> oo (i.e., as s -• 0), (4.2.3) approaches 1.
Let r 6 R(X lf X 2 )\R. We now consider the density of V*(r) at points of VJx). We consider separately the two cases Pe V oo {r)\W{r) r and Pe W(r).
First, let Pe W oo {7ή\W(7ή. We wish to show that with respect to any real place &* centered at P and not contained in V^ the density b p (^*) at P is 1/2. For this, suppose without loss of generality that P = (0, 0); then we may write r = p(X lf X 2 )/q(X lf X 2 ) 9 where p(0, 0) = 0, g(0, 0) =£ 0. Let ^ be a place centered at (0, 0), with representative ^, defined near (0, 0) by, say,
We may assume without loss of generality that R Xι is tangent to &. We are interested in the intersections near (0, 0) of & with the curves defined by r = n (neZ). Consider, therefore, (4.4) ^j J Ά^n (\n\ large).
Since ord {0 , 0 )2> = 0 and ord (0>0) # ^ 0, the order k in t of q(t a , f(t))/p(t a , f(t)) is k ^ 1. Then for \n\ sufficiently large, (4.4) has approximate solutions near t = 0 given by (4.5) at k = -(αei?\(0) independent of t) . n Therefore we have t = (l/an) 1 (4.6) Since R Xχ is tangent to & at (0, 0), we see that for any large n, the distance from (0, 0) to any intersection of r(X l9 X 2 ) = n with &* is well-approximated by | JSΓ 2 1 in (4.6). (Note that for a fixed, arbitrarily large n, there may be zero, one or two such intersections. There are no intersections corresponding to n iff there are two intersections corresponding to -n.) But (4.6) together with Lemma 4.2 shows that the distance measured along & between successive points of intersection of & with the curves r = n, become more and more nearly equal as \n\ -> °°. From Definition 2.3, one easily sees that in this case the density b P (^*) of V*(r) along & is 1/2. We now look at the case when Pe W(r). Let & be as above. Now in contrast to the situation of Pe F O0 (r)\ΐ ; F(r), there may be either infinitely many or only finitely many neZ such that the curve V n = V n (r) intersects & near (0, 0). We consider these two possibilities separately. First, let ^+ be the subset of 3P corresponding to t ^ 0, and let &~ be the subset of & corresponding to t S 0.
We now look at the "infinite" case. In this case
There are both infinitely many points of V n Π *#* + near (0, 0), and infinitely many points of V n Π 0>~ near (0, 0).
(4.7) easily follows from this fact: if q(t a , f(t))/p(t a , /(«)) is unbounded as t->0 from one side, then it is unbounded as t-»0 from the other side. This fact also implies that ord 0 (p(ί α , /(£))) Φ ord 0 (g(£ α , /(£))). Then k in (4.6) is replaced by oτά 0 (q(t a , /(£))) -ord 0 (p(t a , /(£))), and an argument like that in the case Pe F oo (r)\W r (r) (using Lemma 4.2 and (4.7)) shows that on each of <# + and &-, the density b P (^) is 1/2; hence in this case the density b P (^) of V*(r) along & is 1/2.
We now consider the other case, when there are not infinitely many neZ such that V n (r) intersects & near (0,0). Then for a sufficiently small neighborhood U about (0, 0), ^+ Π U is either contained in V*(r), or else is contained in R XιZ^V *(r).
In the first instance, the density of V*(r) Π έ^+ in ^+ is 1 and in the second, it is 0; similarly for ^~. Thus in this case the density b P (^) of F* (r) n &* along ^ is 1, 1/2 or 0 depending on whether both, exactly one, or neither ^+ Π U, 3P Π U is contained in V*(r).
In the above "finite" case, all three possibilities can occur, as the following example shows. 
